INFORMATION REQUIRED
Provide a drawing with dimensions and FGI roll profile. Specify unwind direction, metal side and tolerances.

STRIPE CAPABILITIES
Maximum web width: 1,270mm (50")
Minimum clear stripe width: 25mm (1")
Minimum clear stripe to clear stripe distance: 38.1mm (1.5")

STRIPE TOLERANCES
Minimum Tolerances:
- Clear stripes = +3 mm (0.12"), -2 mm (0.08")
- Metal stripes = +2 mm (0.08"), -3 mm (0.12")
- Tolerance on overall FGI width = +3mm (0.12"), -2mm (0.08")

LEAD TIMES
The lead time to order the required tooling materials for each design is 3-4 weeks. Please call 416-644-3508 or email veronica@celplast.com for further assistance.
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Bottom Unwind